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Abstract: Emerging technologies (ETs) will most likely have a strong impact on education (starting with higher education), just like they have already had in so many economic and social areas. This paper is based on the results obtained in the project “My Future Colleague Robot”, an initiative that aimed to improve the competence of university teaching staff regarding the introduction of ETs in teaching practices at university level. In this paper, we identified the strengths and weaknesses, opportunities, and threats that are related to the adoption in higher education of the combination of two ETs: robotics together with artificial intelligence (AI). Additionally, we analyzed the perceptions of university-level teaching staff about the potential of introducing ETs in education. The empirical data presented here were collected using written essays from 18 university teachers and students. Deductive and inductive approaches with thematic analysis were used for the data analysis. The findings support the idea that previous ET-related experience can support positive attitudes and the implementations of ETs in university teaching; in this study, university teachers had optimistic expectations towards ETs, accepting them as part of teaching practice development, while discussion about the negative effects of ETs was negligible.
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1. Introduction

This paper is based on the results of the one-year international development project “My Future Colleague Robot”, a project conceived for raising and developing the competence of Tallinn University (TU) teaching staff regarding the integration of some emerging technologies (ETs) into different higher education disciplines. Specifically, two ETs were selected: artificial intelligence (AI) and robotics, through the consideration of complex, AI-enhanced educational robots. The selection of the combination of AI and robotics for the TU study came as a logical consequence of the increased diffusion of robots in many education stages in Estonia, starting at kindergarten level.

In general, the concept of “ETs” includes both novel technologies and existing technologies that, combined with new niche contexts, have the potential of becoming mainstream tools in these new niches [1]. According to Rotolo, Hicks, and Martin [2], an emergent technology is characterized by five key attributes: (a) radical novelty; (b) relatively fast growth; (c) coherence; (d) prominent impact; and (e) uncertainty and ambiguity. Adner and Levinthal [1] also point out that ETs are often generated by the Schumpeterian combination of an existing technology with a new context; thus also fitting Schumpeter’s [3] definition of technological innovation. As such, it is reasonable to assume that emerging technologies...
follow the innovation adoption processes, as described by Rogers [4], Davis [5], and others. In time, ETs either become a part of the end-users’ daily routines and lose their novel nature (see [6]) or fail in this process (see [7]).

Often, the status of novelty of ETs is based not only on their originality, but also on the possibilities of initiating new ways and approaches for doing something—for example, coordinating pedagogical activities, social interaction, and knowledge construction in the educational process [8]. However, due to their innovative nature, ETs are mostly untested in real-life situations, and their link to pedagogical approaches and activities in higher education is often insufficiently developed. As researchers, we were interested in how university teachers and their students envision the changes that ETs could cause in society in general, and particularly in their disciplines. As commented before, the cases of AI and robotics were selected because of their relevance and presence in educational environments.

From a historic perspective, major technological changes have led society almost always towards making ever-increasing demands on education [9], with the latter trying to catch up the status quo of the social needs, newly created by ETs. Emerging technologies bring novel and fast-growing approaches that will have a potentially strong future impact on actors, institutions and their interaction patterns within socio-economic domains, along with the associated knowledge production processes [2]. Scientific knowledge creates new opportunities and solutions that can enrich our lives, while, at the same time, fueling disruptive waves of change in every sector. Unprecedented innovation in science and technology, especially in biotechnology and artificial intelligence, is raising fundamental questions about what it is to be human [10]. For these reasons, ETs typically have a broad impact on the people’s everyday routines, allowing them to reshape their own relationship with the world and their perception of reality [11]. In the 21st century, ETs are used more with jobs of a non-repetitive nature, consisting of tasks that require thinking and, in general, require intellectual creativity [12]. In education, some ETs are considered crucial [8,13,14]:

- **Artificial Intelligence**, which can facilitate some tasks, provide students with adaptive learning environments, differentiated learning tools and feedback, even perhaps allowing to completely replace human teachers in some specific cases. Together with Big Data, AI lays grounds for evidence-based education [15].
- **Big Data (BD)**, which involves large and complex datasets that are not easily managed by traditional methods [16]. BD facilitates various forms of analytics in education, such as learning analytics (a tool for monitoring student learning progress and for providing individualized guidance), wellbeing analytics (a promising tool for combating mental health related challenges), and curriculum analytics (a tool for analyzing which curriculum parts work well and which need improvement).
- **Immersive and advanced visualization technologies**, including virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) tools, which allow the cost-effective creation of specialized learning environments for either STEM learning and in developing 21st century skills in higher education [17], help to improve student learning performance and outcomes [18], even within open-ended social and collaborative interactions and intentional, personalized learning, which makes e-learning more meaningful [19].
- **Robots**, which can be used as: (a) learning tools for robotics (for teaching either robot-building and coding or using robots in different application areas such as medicine, manufacturing, etc.); (b) engaging learning tools for developing 21st century skills and enhancing teaching of other disciplines such as maths and physics [20,21]; and (c) as peers and tutors when combined with artificial intelligence.
- **Simulations, virtual labs, gaming, and technology-mediated play** can be used to make science more accessible in the K-12 classroom context, as these technologies allow presenting real-life phenomena (such as chemical reactions, climate change or math constructs) to students in easily observable and more engaging ways.
- **Computational thinking (CT)**, which is a mental tool for handling complex situations that involve thinking, such as managing data, problem solving, or understanding
complex systems. CT goes far beyond computer programming and does not need to involve computers at all [8].

These ETs open a variety of new opportunities in education. On the one hand, institutions can improve their administrative efficiency [14], cutting various costs in the process. Furthermore, as learners will have more freedom to determine their own pace and location of learning, these technologies can support self-determined learning [22] and contribute to the shift from an instructor-led education to a learner-based educational environment [23]. On the other hand, these changes challenge the established ways of teaching. The ability of ETs to support curricula upgrades is an opportunity and obligation for the educational institutions in order to develop appropriate pedagogical approaches that support adopting new ways and policies for teaching and learning [23]. Even in the cases when educational institutions have already implemented some 21st century skills to their curricula, there is a need for developing systematic approaches, supported by appropriate pedagogies and assessment procedures [23]. This process is often obstructed by teachers’ reluctance that has various origins [24]. In higher education, it is necessary to evolve new technological developments and use them effectively to facilitate learning [25].

1.1. Robotics with Artificial Intelligence

In this paper, we focus on ETs in the higher education context. In particular, we observe the combination of two ETs, AI, and robotics. Some comments about the reasons behind this choice were already stated above. Additionally, some other reasons can be added, derived from the fact that robots are machines, designed to autonomously perform specific tasks. The purpose of a robot determines its appearance, intelligence, and other characteristics. Robots are usually categorized by the following attributes [26]: (a) their operating environment—marine robots, space robots, etc.; (b) their interaction with users—autonomous, programmed, tele-operated, or collaborative robots; (c) their physical characteristics—nano robots, exoskeletons, robotic arms, etc.; and (d) their primary purpose—self-driving cars, assembly line robots, robotic lawn mowers, etc.

Due to technological advances and improvements in computing power accessibility, an increasing number of robots (in the widest sense of the term) are being driven by AI methods, allowing robots to be used in areas where human intelligence is usually required [27]—for example, holding a conversation with people or making financial investments [28]. AI is considered to be weak when the robot merely imitates human behavior, or strong if the robot is able to learn from its previous experiences [29]. AI-enhanced robots are seen as promising in many areas, from healthcare to manufacturing, due to them being precise and flexible, allowing reducing costs while saving energy and other resources [30]. Due to the existence of android robots, robotics in general can often be perceived as a threat to people’s jobs and way of life, as it is easier for a person to envision human-like robots with superhuman abilities to make the actual humans obsolete in the workplace and even in their private lives. However, some studies confirm that such hostile attitudes towards robots are subject to fade if people have a personal experience with robots [31,32].

In the recent decades, there have been significant advances in both robotics and AI fields, resulting in the development of new robots and applications. It is relevant to mention the emergence of anthropomorphic or zoomorphic robots that employ AI for their movement and behavior, such as the Boston Dynamics’ Atlas robot, with its ability to parkour and carry out other complex human movements [33]. Furthermore, the combination of android robots with advanced AI can result in machines that may be perceived as human-like creatures, having the potential to intervene in, perhaps, all domains of human life. Proliferation of such machines could cause surfacing of new communication patterns that are more efficient in connecting people with AI-enhanced robots. However, it could also cause people to reuse their existing communication patterns with robots, extending the ways of how we perceive and deal with machines. This, in turn, could even lead to extending some legal and moral rights that have been until now reserved for people to both people and robots—with results that cannot be clearly predicted.
as of today. We assumed that it is relatively easy for the people without previous training to theorize about the various impacts of AI-enhanced robots on their private and working lives, as well as on society.

1.2. Research Questions

Due to their revolutionary impact, ETs tend to require fundamental changes in existing processes in order for the positive effects to be highlighted [34]. This characteristic can be problematic in education, as teachers are reported to start changing their teaching methods only after they have already acquired the necessary skills and knowledge to work with the new technologies [35]. In addition, teachers as knowledge workers tend to resist instructions and models from outside of their communities, viewing formal processes as annoying [36], instead of leaning on their personal perception about the usefulness of the ETs in their teaching practices. Convincing teachers to accept and adopt novel technologies may require good understanding about the teachers’ perspectives [37], as they are well familiar with the matters of pedagogy, teaching, and learning, just like students are familiar with their indirect learning needs. Bringing a novel technology with its accompanying methods into existing teaching practices at the universities requires introduction of the technology to the teachers, gathering their feedback, and constructing an implementation plan that considers the needs of teachers. The current study was conducted at an Estonian university. While Estonian students have been internationally known for their good PISA results [38], it is also criticized that learning in Estonian educational institutions is not sufficiently learner-centered and current professional education in higher education does not sufficiently support the development of students’ future skills [39].

Using the example of AI-enhanced robotics, the aim of this paper is to gain a deeper understanding about the university teachers’ perceptions on AI-enhanced robotics, on ETs in general in their future lives, on their impact on the society in general, and on the influence on their disciplines and teaching practices in particular. This aims to contribute a point of departure for programs that aim to integrate ETs into higher education. Using AI-enhanced robotics as an example of ETs, we have formed the following research questions:

1. What are the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of proliferation of AI-enhanced robots, from the point of view of university teachers and students?
2. What are the perceptions of university teachers related to emerging technologies in general?

Next, we continue our paper by providing background information about the project “My Future Colleague Robot” and then presenting the methodological framework of the research. To answer our research questions, we present empirical results and discuss the analytical findings from the deductive and inductive analysis. Finally, we present a collective story, which draws attention to the voices of university teachers, and conclude the paper with some suggestions for future research.

2. Materials and Methods

The project My Future Colleague Robot was conducted at Tallinn University from July 2020 to June 2021. One of the results of the project was the elaboration of the Vision Book, which focused on the roles of ETs, especially on those of robotics and AI, in education and everyday life. The participants of the project (university teachers and their students) were asked to contribute to writing this book, stating their thoughts and assumptions, related to using AI-enhanced robots in higher education, using a freewriting approach [40]. For this, they had to write an essay or record a video about their vision on how ETs are going to be used in education and everyday lives in the future. The participants were given three months (from February 2021 to June 2021) to independently write and complete their submissions. Each contribution became a separate chapter in Vision Book.

The participating teachers and their students were teaching and learning at the university in different disciplines, had different academic positions, and had agreed with the invitation to participate. The purposeful sample group was formed, consisting of 18 higher
education teachers and students from different disciplines and generations. A final sample group (N = 18) consisted of 7 women and 11 men; 8 were from STEM disciplines, and 10 from the humanitarian and social disciplines. Based on the academic positions, the participants were professors (2), associate professors (4), lecturers (6), researchers (3), bachelor students (2), and a master’s student (1). None of the participants from the humanitarian and social disciplines had integrated ETs to their teaching practices before or during the development project.

Empirical data were collected from the Vision Book chapters according to agreements made between the researchers and the members of the sample group. Written essays and transcriptions of recorded videos were coded using numbers in the same order as they were structured in the Vision Book. Data analysis was based on the interpretive paradigm [41]. For empirical analysis, we used a combination of two approaches: “top down”—a deductive approach for the first research question, and “bottom up”—an inductive approach for the second research question [42]. Deductive and inductive approaches are appropriate for our research because we analyze the qualitative data [37]. A deductive approach for empirical data analysis was used in order to explore causality between meanings (Research Question 1) and an inductive approach—in order to inductively analyze the meanings and explore phenomenon (Research Question 2).

We used the inductive approach with thematic analysis [42], focusing on the common themes, also on variations of meanings in the empirical data. As researchers, we were interested in how the participant described and understood a complex future phenomenon [43], related to ETs. Finally, based on findings from the thematic analyses, we constructed a collective future story [44] and presented it in the final part of our paper.

In the analyzing process, the following steps and procedures were used. First, the videos were transcribed and the empirical material together with data from essays were anonymized and coded using numbers (for instance, T1, T2, etc.). Research Question 1 was formed based on the principles of the SWOT approach (a tool that is used to improve decision-making when planning complex future strategies) [45]. In accordance with the aim of the research project, the SWOT method was used as an interactional analytical tool for collecting empirical data related to internal (strengths and weakness) and external (opportunities and threats) factors [46]. Based on Research Question 1, a deductive approach using selective coding was used. Using a deductive approach in the process of data analysis means that coding has included structuring the data based on the four general categories of SWOT methods: strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. This then created new subcategories, which appeared from the empirical material. The subcategories were held on a level as abstract as possible in order to avoid several codes with a similar meaning that are difficult to encapsulate. Each subcategory was counted only once per text, if present. If the following text gave rise to a similar subcategory then before creating a new one, it was considered whether rephrasing an existing one would be a better option. The created subcategories and their occurrences were entered into a data table (Table 1), creating a basis for the subsequent processing.

The coding and data analysis was conducted by two researchers. The agreement about codes was created via thorough discussions before, during, and after the coding process, with the purpose of relaying the true representation of the meaning of the texts.
Table 1. Categories of meanings and subcategories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Categories</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strengths</strong></td>
<td>Support people in their work</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support people in their private lives</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support learning</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are convenient to use</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are irreplaceable in some areas</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entertain people</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support students with special educational needs</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are cost-effective</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weaknesses</strong></td>
<td>People need training programs about ETs</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>People lack sufficient understanding about ETs</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are initially confusing</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>People are biased towards ETs</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ETs are difficult for the general public</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ETs can be costly</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal aspects</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ETs are difficult to integrate to education</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability problems</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opportunities</strong></td>
<td>Free people for other things, change in roles</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhance people’s abilities</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make new things possible</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allow social advances in community</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support transformation of teaching practices</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support kids with autistic or similar disorders</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Save resources</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can increase equality and equity in education</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create new jobs</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threats</strong></td>
<td>Change labor roles and needs</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Threaten social and emotional aspects (human way of life)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Replace humans</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can lead to wasting resources</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convert humans to robots</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the second research question, an inductive approach using thematic analysis was used. The inductive analysis process was based on six steps, and was carried out in order to understand the university teachers’ perceptions of issues related to ETs. The following steps were used in this process: reading empirical material and searching for meanings; generating initial codes; searching for themes; reviewing and refining themes; defining common themes [42]; and finally, narrative coding of common themes. This last step was used for constructing the collective story [47] (p. 109), [48], using elements of inductive analysis and conceptual memos from two researchers. The collective story presented research data in the form of a dialogue between participants [44], and could be used to create immersive scenarios of the future that engage us as a scholar on an emotional and intellectual level [49]. To ensure the trustworthiness of data analysis and that the themes from analysis reflected the participants’ voices, we used peer debriefing and returned several times to the raw data [50].

The next section of our paper presents the main results of our empirical analysis, based on the research questions stated in Section 1.2.

3. Results

3.1. Strengths and Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats of Implementing Emerging Technologies to Teaching Practices and Learning Process

Our first research question was: “What are the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of proliferation of AI-enhanced robots, from the point of view of university
teachers and students?” To answer this question, we first observed which of the four major categories of meaning were most represented in participants’ contributions, by counting the occurrence of different subcategories (Figure 1) in the empirical material. Each subcategory was counted once.

![Figure 1. Number of subcategory occurrences in participant’s contributions.](image)

We found that the participants were optimistic about robotics and AI; they mostly highlighted the strengths (65 occurrences in 8 subcategories) and opportunities (35 occurrences in 9 subcategories) of these technologies. For example (strengths, T2): “they are accepted and will be accepted because they are or will be convenient,” or (opportunities, T5): “The next step from here is an anthropomorphic-looking home aid who does all the house chores, up to indeed a romantic object of love, that is a robot who would be able and perform nearly all or all functions of a human companion in a romantic relationship. And here we cannot draw the line that it would perform the same functions as a human would, it could do so much more.” The participants also discussed the weaknesses of robotics and AI (34 occurrences in 9 subcategories), for example (T9): “It is true that when we have no previous experience, knowledge and imagination—then sometimes we lean on our biases, we will not develop new connections and meanings, we don’t think about it, we avoid or ignore the need for something new.” The threats associated with ETs were identified less frequently (25 occurrences in 5 subcategories), for example (T3): “On the other hand, using robots may lead to excess or waste, that is if they are implemented in places where it is not perhaps needed.”

Secondly, we examined how many different subcategories in each major category of meaning (Figure 2) were identified by at least a quarter of the participants, allowing us to highlight the repeating patterns, and see how coherent the knowledge about a particular category across the participants was. The participants were more knowledgeable about the positive aspects of reviewed technologies. Both in the strengths and opportunities codes, five subcategories were present in at least 25% of the participants’ contributions, compared to three subcategories in weaknesses and threats.
AI are in the first place seen as tools that support people everywhere in their lives: “work”, and “Support people in their private lives” indicate that sophisticated robots and AI are in the first place seen as tools that support people everywhere in their lives: “For example, many people have experienced the increase of quality time in their everyday lives when starting to use some automated tools or domestic robots. In the workplace robots can be given jobs that are dangerous or bad for human health” (T10). In the weaknesses category, the common theme is that people do not have enough knowledge about robotics and AI and, therefore, need to be provided with specialized training courses: “because fresh discoveries have been left to professionals to make, it will take years before they become conveniently available to the wider public. /—/ reliability was a constant bottleneck, requiring a professional to be a key player in the solutions, or at least to be constantly present. There were and are so many technical problems that a pedagogue or philologist could be easily drowned in these when acting on their own” (T13).

In the opportunities category, the prevalent topic is how AI-enhanced robotics can help to reshape society in unprecedented ways, change how we work, and interact with each other: “we will be surrounded soon by different versions of intelligent systems that will assist us in every task; some of them will resemble our present ideas of what robots are, but some others will be radically different. This situation will necessarily require deep changes, both in society and in the robotics arena” (T2). This is something that can be seen as an advantage but also as a disadvantage as, in the threats category, we also see how people are afraid of the changes that are introduced by robotics with/and AI: “This rapid increase in the number of robots causes some inconvenience and hesitation when considering people’s daily income or the future of interpersonal relationships” (T16). Perhaps the most surprising issue is that, with a few exceptions, the participants—higher education teachers and their students—only scarcely described how robotics with AI could impact teaching and learning in higher education. In a way, this suggests that the participants have not really succeeded in associating the technologies with their everyday routines, indicating a need for training courses that would fill this gap.

3.2. Perceptions of University Teachers, Related to Emerging Technologies

Our second research question was “What are the perceptions of university teachers related to emerging technologies in general?” Three common themes appeared from empirical material reflecting university teachers’ perceptions on three levels: (a) on what and how ETIs have been experienced; (b) how emergent technology might be used in light of beliefs and hope; and (c) what might using ETIs mean as a future perspective. The main results from the
thematic analysis are presented below, focusing mainly on three common themes which arise from the empirical material with the variations of subthemes: (a) expectations for use of ETs in general (subthemes: issues, aspects that need to be taken into consideration and future perspectives); (b) opportunities for use of ETs (subthemes: life and society, access and equality in education, university and schools, family, learning and learning support, role of educational robots); and (c) the future use of ETs (Figure 3). Those three common themes formed the common meanings of perceptions of university teachers related to ETs.

![Figure 3. Common themes from thematic analyses.](image)

3.2.1. Theme 1: Expectation for Use of Emerging Technologies

For university teachers, the use of ETs is related to relatively common expectations that refer to next subthemes, issues, aspects that need to be taken into consideration, and future perspectives:

- **Issues**: “There are several issues related to ETs and robots in education: difficulties for adapting robots to teaching curricula and vice versa; lack of expertise of present teachers in robotics and the ways to take advantage of them; lack of clear methodologies and guidelines regarding the systematic application of robotics . . . ” (T1).
- **Aspects that need to be taken into consideration**: “There are aspects that need to be taken into consideration while this process takes place. The main one is probably that it is essential to improve the level of acceptance of robots within society” (T1).
- **Future perspectives**: “Future perspectives related to robots concerns learning, teaching, interpersonal communication and requires rethinking and research based on the specifics of each subject and interdisciplinary integration” (T6).

3.2.2. Theme 2: Opportunities for Using Emerging Technologies

From the analysis, it appeared that the area opportunities for using ETs in higher education has more variation than the first theme and referred to the following subthemes: life and society, access and equality in education, university and schools, family, learning, learning support, and role of educational robots:

- **Life and society**: “In some ways we are already seamlessly becoming the robot’s co-travelers. They have integrated so profoundly into our society, our way of life, that removing them from all of it would be nearly impossible” (T2).
- **Equality in education**: “What is certain is that the use of robotic devices will ensure better accessibility in education in the broadest sense, thus contributing to the creation of equal opportunities and the development of an inclusive society” (T5).
- **Educational robots and learning**: “The widespread use of educational robots or robotized toys will facilitate the new generations to become soon acquainted with robots. This intimacy with robots will necessarily sip into their families. Therefore, the number of people that will see robots as new useful devices will keep growing steadily . . . ” (T1). “Augmented reality opens...
up unprecedented opportunities to experience objects and phenomena that are traditionally too far away or too tiny, it opens a new page in learning for learners with and without any special needs” (T5).

- Learning support, and the role of educational robots: “The first role of educational robots is to raise awareness on the backstage of technology” (T14). “A robot, programmed to support learning, does not get tired or lose hope, does not express negative emotions, does not laugh at a pronunciation or grammar error, but notices successes, gives encouraging comments, discreetly points out mistakes or can support learners, especially if the learner needs more time to practice. The robot finds time for this and adjusts the content and speech tempo and speed to the learner accordingly. The robot allows us to play through a communication situation in a safe environment and can help provide more objective feedback than the student would be able to do” (T6). “Many other disciplines may benefit from robots if we see them as tools instead of end products. From art to healthcare, robots may solve numerous problems if we fit them into a systemic approach” (T14).

3.2.3. Theme 3: Future Use of Emerging Technologies

The third main common theme, the future use of emerging technology, appeared with variations of sub-themes (life and robots, use of robots, future with the robots, ethical and safety aspects about robot use, implication of ET in future education), and allowed us to construct a collective story about the future. Based on the dialogical approach introduced by [48], we constructed this story, using direct quotes from empirical material as empirical illustrations and basis for the story. To make this collective story coherent, we relied upon the structure of the text [51] (p. 438).

3.2.4. Collective Story of the Future

Robots are fast becoming a common phenomenon in everyday human life. When we look at human life from a broader perspective, we can see robots being implemented into more and more spheres of life. If a person has always thought about himself and other significant humans in regards to all the different spheres of their life, then now these significant others can also originate from non-biological lifeforms.

In the future, the use of robots in educational activities will be even more of an application to develop social relationships and support teachers in language teaching. In the future, different technologies will be integrated and language learning robots will be able to process learning objectives. There are also many possibilities, different in purpose and combination, such as workshops, simulations, simulation experiments, discovery observations. I cannot imagine everything yet.

Would it be possible to forecast what the future of robots could be like, departing from their past evolution? Very possibly yes; new developments are being produced constantly in basic disciplines, such as AI, computer vision, speech, emotions or gesture recognition, mechatronics. We will soon be surrounded by different versions of intelligent systems that will assist us in every task; some of them will resemble our present ideas of what robots are, but some others will be radically different. This situation will necessarily require deep changes, both in society and in the robotics arena (again, in the broadest sense of the term robotics).

To do this, it is necessary to arouse interest in robotics already in kindergarten. It seems safe to ensure that, in the future, we will be surrounded by robots or similar machines or systems which will help us perform all sorts of tasks; this deployment will be easily accepted by society. As with any kind of previously conceived machine, there will be a learning period after which these systems will become most effective for each user. It is real hope that, in the next decade, robotics tools will become everyday tools in kindergartens and schools, as today every teacher has a computer.

It seems safe to believe that the following years will witness a dramatic influence of robots in our lives. In one way or another, many people will have to familiarize themselves with robot-assisted or robot-oriented jobs. Consequently, it is important that present day
education takes this belief into consideration, preparing future citizens to be able to achieve maximum yield from robots.

In any case, like with other aspects of technology, ethical and safety aspects about robot use (again, in a wide sense) will have to be taken into consideration. However, in a broader context, the development and use of robots has more implications than just diversifying learning and supporting learners and their learning. With new technology and the developments that come with it, there is a need to constantly learn and create new things. It is clear that we will need to learn how to take advantage of these devices, just like with any other man-made tool. In addition, that implies at least a basic familiarity and understanding of the technology, its capabilities, and its shortcomings. This is one of the goals the Education system should pursue.

We hope that this story might provoke critical discussions and some new changes or even ideas in the teaching and learning practice at the universities.

In finalizing this subsection, it is important to add that our findings demonstrate that university teachers have positive intentions, attitudes, and common perceptions due to their previous experience related to using ETs which is similar to findings from previous studies [52].

4. Discussion

The aim of the paper was to gain a deep understanding of the perceptions and points of view of university teachers and their students on ETs in their future life, as well as their impact on society in general and particularly on their teaching practices. The focus in the empirical analysis was on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the proliferation of ETs, and on the perceptions of university teachers related to ETs. Teachers’ perceptions related to ETs appeared on three levels: on what and how ETs have been experienced, how emergent technology might be used in light of beliefs, and hope and what might using ETs mean as a future perspective. The results of our research provide supporting evidence that previous experience related to ETs can support implementations and transformations in teaching and learning practices at the university.

One of the inherent characteristics of ETs is their novelty—in theory they have many promising features, but in practice it is difficult to estimate their true future success. In addition, ETs lack a well-developed user community or knowledge base about the best practices, as these are going to evolve concurrently with the spread of ETs. For these reasons, implementation of ETs may prove to be challenging.

Our findings showed that the teachers’ perceptions related to ETs were based on general understanding of these technologies without going into the specifics of their teaching disciplines. In addition, the participants either had optimistic and positive expectations towards ETs or were accepting them as a part of the inevitable progress and teaching practice. It is possible that this is due to associating novel technologies with people’s well-being [53,54]. The positive outlook on emerging technologies can also be caused by the already established correlation between having a previous experience with increasing knowledge about a technology and having more positive attitudes towards the technology [26,31,32]. This correlation has also been demonstrated in our earlier paper [55] that observed the change in attitudes of 16 higher education students after a 2-day workshop about AI-enhanced robots.

Based on findings it is evident that university teachers perceived the ETs as promising possibilities and were ready to implement them, possibly if ready-made solutions were available—while the discussion about the negative effects of ETs was insignificant. However, the scarce presence of negative aspects of ETs in participants’ contributions could not really indicate that implementing ETs has no problems. According to [56], persons with inadequate knowledge about a technology are more likely to be influenced by so-called optimistic bias, an attitude that fades as the persons become more knowledgeable about the technology. The scarce presence of details in participants’ visions regarding the integration of technologies with their disciplines leads us to suggest that the participants might
have insufficient knowledge about the relationship between the practical realities of the technology and their discipline—explaining the optimistic bias. The teachers’ difficulties of connecting technology with teaching practices have also been noted earlier in the literature (e.g., [57,58]). Addressing this deficiency requires a few approaches to be considered when introducing ETs to higher education teaching practices. Based on the findings, it can be concluded that a combination of several interventions and developments is needed.

First, the principal responsibility for the successful and sustainable integration of ETs lies on initiators of the change—researchers, university teachers, policymakers, administrators, and other stakeholders. The integration should be planned as a thorough process with all its stages and factors covered to maximum detail in order to become sustained in teaching practices (see [7]). A particular focus should be on providing teachers with relevant training courses about the technology in question and ways of connecting it with the pedagogical goals. Secondly, as many teachers as possible should be involved in order to shape the best teaching practices that would work in “average classrooms operated by and for average students and teachers” [59]. Large participation could also ensure forming a functional support community, and using the co-creation approach can help to develop efficient teaching and learning artefacts while improving the adoption of ETs [60].

Considering that people trust emerging technologies more than humans in some domains today [28], even though these technologies have been around for a little time only, it is crucial for future developments that people are offered thorough knowledge about the possibilities and limitations of the technologies that lead their lives. Higher education, and education in general, is particularly responsible for this to happen: “we will need to learn how to take advantage of ET just like with any other man-made tool. And that implies at least a basic familiarity and understanding of the technology, its capabilities, and its shortcomings. This is one of the goals the education system should pursue” (T1).

5. Limitations and Future Directions

In this paper, we examined the written and recorded visions from 18 university teachers and students who had previously taken part in a specialized program about AI-enhanced robotics. The quality of the collected data could be improved by increasing the sample size, including persons without previous training about this area (but also, as a control group, persons with a wider knowledge base about this area), and involving a wider variety of ETs. In addition, semi-structured interviews could be more suitable for collecting more detailed empirical data. Future research in this field could focus on the teachers’ understanding about the connections between ETs and their field of teaching. It is possible that such studies should include a pre-study training so that university teachers would be able to better evaluate the ETs in the context of their teaching practices.
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